Abstract: Non-perturbative renormalization factors of bilinear quark operators are computed for the Chirally Improved lattice action with two dynamic quarks. The analysis is based on five different parameter sets with lattice size 12 3 × 24 and four parameter sets with lattice size 16 3 × 32. For the pseudoscalar renormalization factor the pion pole contribution is subtracted and chiral extrapolations are performed. Results are given in RI'-and MS-scheme as well as in RGI-form.
Motivation
In order to determine renormalized quantities like quark masses, the chiral condensate or the pion decay constant on the lattice one needs renormalization factors to compare with results from experiments or continuum theories. Those values are typically given in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) renormalization scheme. Lattice Dirac operators satisfying the Ginsparg-Wilson (GW) equation [1] implement a version of chiral symmetry that is closest to the continuum form, with only local O (a) violations. Exact GW-operators have the benefit of relations that simplify the renormalization procedure [2] . For Dirac operators that fulfill the GW-equation only approximately computing renormalization factors also provides a check how well chiral symmetry is realized in this formulation. Let us consider local, flavor non-singlet bilinear quark-field operators
where Γ denotes a matrix from the Clifford algebra in the chiral representation and u and d denote the quark fields for the light quarks. We organize the 16 matrices into the scalar, vector, tensor, axial vector and pseudoscalar sectors with S ∼ ½, V ∼ γ µ , T ∼ Although only the overlap operator [3, 4] satisfies the GW-equation exactly, there is a number of formulations that have good chiral properties by satisfying the GW-constraint approximately (fixed point operator [5] , D CI [6] ) or in some limit (domain wall fermions [7, 8] ). Within the BGR-collaboration fixed point and CI operators have been studied in both, the quenched approximation [9] and the CI operator was analyzed in full QCD in [10, 11, 12] . The D CI has been introduced in [6, 13] as an approximate solution to the GW-equation, where the lattice derivative operator does not only include nearest neighbor interactions, but also more remote connection, each of which carries a Dirac structure. Renormalization factors for the quenched case have been computed in [14] and this work follows the procedure therein closely. Non-perturbative renormalization in the quenched approximation has also been performed for the Wilson operator [15, 16, 17, 18] , staggered fermions [19] , domain-wall fermions [20] and the overlap operator [21, 22, 23] . Calculations with dynamic fermions were performed non-pertubatively for the overlap operator in [24] . For dynamical clover fermions perturbative results were presented in [25, 26] , while [27] covers perturbative and non-perturbative approaches. In Sect. 2 the method to determine renormalization constants [28] 
Method
We want to compute non-perturbative renormalization constants on the lattice using a scheme applicable in both, lattice simulations and perturbative continuum calculations.
To this end we use the regularization independent scheme (RI) proposed in [28] . Results in the RI-scheme can also be converted to the more conventional MS-scheme in a perturbative way. In the RI-scheme we match expectation values of bilinear quark operators between quark fields at a specific momentum value p 2 = µ 2 with the renormalization scale µ,
to corresponding tree-level matrix elements p|O Γ |p 0 . Continuum perturbation theory can only be applied for a renormalization scale much larger than the QCD scale parameter Λ QCD . Discretization effects can be neglected for µ much smaller than the lattice cut-off 1/a so the renormalization procedure is expected to work in a window
Expression (2.1) is gauge-variant so we need to fix the gauge in order to compare results obtained in a lattice formulation to continuum results. Landau gauge can be implemented in both approaches, but has the problem of Gribov ambiguities. In [29, 30, 31, 14] this has been addressed and no significant effects were detected, therefore no explicit check was performed in this work.
We use the method from [28] with the modifications from [32] to compute renormalization factors. Multiplying (2.1) with the inverse of the tree-level matrix element p|O Γ |p −1 0 gives us the renormalization condition
3)
The matrix element
with the quark field renormalization factor Z q is proportional to the amputated Green function
The inverse quark propagator is denoted S −1 (p). The Green function G Γ (p) is computed by taking the expectation value of the local operator O Γ (z) and Fourier transforming it. This reads 6) where the indices α, β run over color and Dirac indices and V denotes the lattice volume. We use equal masses for u and d quarks, hence the quark propagator is
Using the modification [32] we compute quark propagators with momentum sources
for each gauge configuration. Inserting the local operator defined in Eq. (1.1) into Eq. (2.6) we can rewrite G Γ (p) in terms of the quark propagator S(x|p). Using γ 5 -hermiticity, we rewrite the Green function 9) where N is the number of gauge configurations we average over. The quark propagator in momentum space is obtained by transforming Eq. (2.8) fully to momentum space
We use momentum sources [32] with momenta listed in Table 2 and (2.12) in the free massless case is constructed using the functions [6, 13] 
The quark field renormalization is obtained in the so-called RI'-scheme, where we can apply Eq. (2.12) and find
(2.14)
Renormalization factors for quark bilinears can then be computed from the renormalization condition Eq. (2.3) together with the definitions Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) for the RI'-scheme
where we use p | O Γ | p 0 = Γ. For the vector, axial vector and tensor sectors we average over the components before taking the trace. A modified version of the method described above was presented in [33] and also in [34] , which will be referred to as the "reduced" method. The contribution that comes with the unit matrix of the quark propagator introduces a pure cut-off effect and should therefore be eliminated from the renormalization prescription. A way to achieve this is to define a reduced quark propagator 16) as well as a reduced free quark propagator
Consequently a reduced quark field renormalization factor
can be computed. Analogously Eq. (2.15) can be redefined in these terms
We state the final numbers for the renormalization factors in both, the non-reduced and the reduced scheme.
Technicalities

Parameters
Gauge configurations were generated with two dynamic quarks using the Lüscher-Weisz gauge action [35] and stout smearing [36] , which are presented in [10, 11, 12] . Prior results in the quenched approximation utilized hypercubic smearing instead of stout smearing, hence a comparison of renormalization factors for the quenched and the dynamic case are not applicable. The gauge couplings and sea-quark masses are listed in Table 1 . For the 12 3 × 24 setups we compute 10, for the 16 3 × 32 setups 5 momentum propagators for each momentum vector. [12, 10] . For run i the values are preliminary
and not yet published. Runs a − e denote runs on the smaller 12 3 × 24 lattices, while runs f − i denote the runs on the 16 3 × 32 lattices. Note that the lattice spacing a for run a is closer to runs with big lattice size than to the remaining four 12 3 × 24 lattices.
Interpolation, pole contributions and chiral limit
In the quenched case [14] we performed a chiral extrapolation of the renormalization factors using the different valance quark masses for each lattice setup and then stated these values as our final numbers for Z Γ . In a full QCD calculation we only have one physical quark mass per lattice setup, so a chiral limit cannot be performed in a straightforward way. In this work we present the renormalization factors for each lattice setup and perform an extrapolation using different valence and sea quark masses, i. e. a partially quenched approximation, only for discussing the continuum limit in Sect. 4.4 and for extracting the pion pole contributions. The pseudoscalar density couples to the Goldstone boson channel, so we expect O (1/m) contributions to the pseudoscalar propagator in the chiral limit. As discussed in [32, 37, 38, 39, 40] the inverse renormalization factor can be expanded as
and a "subtracted" renormalization factor can be defined by subtracting the pole term
The operator product expansion ensures that pole contributions are suppressed for large values of µ. For runs a−e, h and i we have sufficiently many different valence quark masses and we use the lowest five to perform a fit to Eq. (3.1). For runs f and g we only have three valance quark masses, so here we only solve Eq. (3.1) for the coefficient. The valence quark masses are collected in Table 4 . Fig. 1 shows the original and subtracted renormalization factors Z P and Z Sub P of runs h and i for selected momentum vectors plotted against the AWI mass including the corresponding fit. In Fig. 2 the coefficient A of such a fit is displayed for runs a − e, h and i. The coefficient A is expected to be proportional to/p 2 , where −= Σ is the chiral condensate (cf. [24, 41] ). In one-loop partially quenched chiral perturbation theory the condensate includes a logarithmic term that leads to a divergence in the chiral limit [42] , but a possible additional logarithmic term cannot be disentangled from the 1/m pole term with valance quark masses available. 1 Coefficient A shows a rather universial behavior with a estimated uncertainty of 3% for, which indicates a consistent pion-pole removal over the whole range of lattice configurations. In order to compare runs at the same physical momentum transfer we use a cubic square interpolating fit. The values presented at momentum transfer µ = 2 GeV are taken from such interpolating fits. Uncertainties of all quantities are calculated using the standard jackknife procedure. Note, however that we include only uncertainties of statistical nature and no systematics due to finite size effects or other artifacts. For selected momenta we have higher statistics available for run a (23 configurations) and h (15 configurations) from Table 1 
Results
Results in the RI'-scheme
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we present the result of Z RI' plotted against the momentum for runs on 12 3 × 24 and 16 3 × 32 lattices, respectively. Additionally an interpolating fit is displayed. Runs b − e seem to agree for most of the quantities, whereas run a lies closer to the runs on the 16 3 × 32 lattices. Therefore run a is also included in the latter plot for comparison. This separation might be a hint for finite size effects, because run a has a significantly Table 1. larger box size then the rest of the 12 3 × 24 setups and also the lattice spacing lies in the region of runs f − i. A chiral operator is expected to have Z A = Z V = const. and Z P = Z S = const.. To this end we also plot the ratios Z Fig. 5 , where the scaling behavior is supposed to cancel out. In the interval 1.5 GeV < µ < 3.0 GeV this is satisfied up to 7% and 10% for Z Sub,RI' P /Z RI' S and Z RI' A /Z RI' V = Z A /Z V , respectively, on the larger lattices. The D CI does not satisfying the GW-relation exactly, so we cannot expect the ratios to be equal to unity. In the quenched case [14] a comparable behavior was found for Z A /Z V , while Z Sub P /Z S was closer to unity. Note, that these ratios are the only quantities that we can directly compare to other studies, as the absolute values of the renormalization factors strongly depend on the formulation of the Dirac operator and the smearing method in use.
Results in the MS-scheme
The difference between the RI'-scheme we use and the RI-scheme lies solely in the definition of the quark field renormalization factor, hence
The conversion factor expanded in terms of the strong coupling constant α s in Landau gauge reads [43] c 2) where N f denotes the number of dynamic quarks and ζ n denotes the Riemann zeta function evaluated at n. Due to Ward identities the conversion factor for axial vector and vector operators reads For scalar and pseudoscalar sectors we have [44] From [45, 46] 
The 3-loop expression for the coupling α s in the MS-scheme [47] reads
with q = µ/Λ QCD . The QCD scale (from [48] with r 0 = 0.5 fm) in the MS-scheme is given by Λ
and we use the following coefficients [49, 50] 
9a)
The resulting renormalization factors in the MS-scheme at µ = 2 GeV are collected in Table 5 and Table 6 for the original and the reduced definition, respectively.
Results in the RGI-form
Renormalization factors in general depend on the renormalization scale µ in a way that is determined by the anomalous dimension γ O of the operator in consideration
After integrating Eq. (4.10) we arrive at
the renormalization factor in RGI-form (Renormalization Group Invariant), where the scale dependence coming from the renormalization group is extracted up to a certain order in perturbation theory. We use the the 4-loop expression of the QCD-β-function
with coefficients listed in Eq. (4.9). Axial vector and vector are scale independent hence their anomalous dimensions are γ A = γ V = 0 and therefore
m and γ T we use the 4-loop expressions from [49, 51, 45] . In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the renormalization factors in RGI-form are displayed against the momentum transfer µ 2 for the 12 3 × 24 and 16 3 × 32 lattices, respectively. In Fig. 8 the reduced renormalization factors in RGI-form are presented against the same quantity. In the interval 1.5 GeV < µ < 3.0 GeV we find a maximal deviation from the plateau behavior of 8% for Z S and 5% for the remaining renormalization factors. In the case of the reduced factors Z q , Z V , Z A and Z T we observe an almost linear scaling behavior in the region µ > 1.55 GeV or aµ > 1. 15 The renormalization factors in RGI-form Z RGI plotted against µ 2 for the 16 3 × 32 lattices, runs f − i in Table 1 .
Collection of Results
In this section we collect results of renormalization factors for the original and the reduced method as well as for massive quarks and a chiral extrapolation in Tables 5-8 Table 1. original and the reduced method lies in the subtraction of the component of the quark propagator that is proportional to the unit matrix for the latter method (cf. Eq. (2.16)). Thereby a potential cut-off artefact is reduced according to [33] . It is interesting to note that the renormalization factors scalar, vector, tensor and axial vector in the reduced definition differ from the original definition solely by a factor Z q /Z q before taking the chiral limit, which means that the denominator in Eq. (2.19) is not influenced by the redefinition of the quark propagator. For the pseudoscalar renormalization factor we observe a maximum deviation of 5% from this behavior. For chirally extrapolated values this strict factorization in no longer observed, but still holds approximately, with deviations in the sub percent range for vector, tensor and axial vector, and below 3 % and 5 % for the scalar and pseudoscalar, respectively.
Summary and Conclusion
Renormalization factors are essential to relate computations of renormalization scheme dependent quantities like the pion decay constant and quark mass on the lattice with results from continuum calculations or measurements. We present values of the renormalization factors for quark bilinears in the regularization independent scheme and the modified minimal subtraction scheme using conventions of [28, 32] and [33] . For the pseudoscalar factor the pion pole is subtracted and a chiral extrapolation was performed. The interpolated renormalization factors in the MS-scheme Z MS and Z MS at momentum transfer µ = 2 GeV plotted against the lattice spacing a for massive quarks (black) and a chiral extrapolation (gray).
